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With an understanding of the .NET framework, stable and robust multithreaded applications can be developed with minimal effort. Covering the topics related to multithreaded development, this book not only focuses on how a task is performed but also on the more important question of why these tasks are performed. The strengths and weaknesses of each approach to multithreading are analyzed so that programmers and developers can choose the appropriate approach based on their particular constraints. Complete coverage of multithreading development using the .NET framework in both Visual Basic .NET and C# is provided in addition to detailed analyses of threads, delegates, asynchronous execution, threadpools, and locks.

The idea for this book came out of discussions with Scott Christiansen, a leading developer using Microsoft technologies. While working together at a consulting company we spent numerous lunches kicking around ideas for a book and agreed that multithreaded development was an ideal subject. Soon after our discussions, I began a conversation with Manning Publications; this book is the end result.

Rather than focusing on abstract concepts, this book looks at the motivation behind each concept, not just the implementation. Readers of this book should know how to develop in the .NET platform. It is not assumed that you have written multithreaded applications, or programmed at a low level. All concepts beyond those required to write a single-threaded application in .NET are covered in great detail.

This book is intended primarily for architects and developers. Other players in an organization will also benefit from reading this book, but the primary focus is on designing and implementing multithreaded applications.

Since .NET does not require a single language, all examples in this book are available from the publisher’s web site in both C# and Visual Basic .NET. Removing syntactical hurdles allows you to focus on the concepts. The examples alternate between the languages, showing that the fundamental issues relate to the .NET framework, not a particular language.

The code examples in the book are intentionally terse. Rather than including all code relating to an example, only the relevant elements are included. This highlights the relevant portions of code, allowing you to focus on the concept and not be drawn into the unrelated detail. All code examples are available in entirety from the publisher’s web site.
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Practical Android: 14 Complete Projects on Advanced Techniques and ApproachesApress, 2018

	
		Choose the best approach for your app and implement your solution quickly by leveraging complete projects. This book is a collection of practical projects that use advanced Android techniques and approaches, written by Android instructor Mark Wickham. Mark has taught a series of popular classes at Android development conferences...
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Blogging in a Snap (Sams Teach Yourself)Sams Publishing, 2005
The World Wide Web is a big place, and it is hard to find your way through it, much less make an impact on it. Blogs have revolutionized the idea of each person having a voice on the web and Sams Teach Yourself 			Blogging In a Snap is your guide to making your mark on the Internet...
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Green Gadgets For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
Save some green by going green with these environmentally friendly gadgets!

With concern for the future of our environment growing stronger and more serious every day, there has never been a better time to take a new approach to some of the most popular gizmos and gadgets on the market and learn how you can convernt to electronics that...
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Making a Movie in iMovie HD and iDVD 5 : Visual QuickProject GuidePeachpit Press, 2005
So you've got a copy of iMovie HD and iDVD 5,  a camcorder, and plenty of footagebut how do you get all this video footage into a watchable movie? Maybe you don't want  to spend a lot of time learning all the ins and outs of the software, but  just want to get your movie finished. Realizing that many users won't want to waste a...
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MongoDB 4 Quick Start Guide: Learn the skills you need to work with the world's most popular NoSQL databasePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A fast paced guide that will help you to create, read, update and delete data using MongoDB

	
		Key Features

		
			Create secure databases with MongoDB
	
			Manipulate and maintain your database
	
			Model and use data in a No SQL environment with MongoDB
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Visual Basic 2008 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Visual Basic is a favorite programming language, so if you’re new to programming, it’s a great place to start. Visual Basic 2008 For Dummies is the fun and easy way to begin creating applications right away while you get the hang of using the Visual Studio environment. Soon you’ll be building all sorts of useful stuff...
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